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Customer Name: CenterState Banks, Inc. Community Bank
Asset Size: $4.9B dollars
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Number of Branches: 66 branches

CenterState Bank Sets Itself Up for CRE Lending Success
CenterState Bank identified commercial real estate lending growth as a high priority in 2016. In
order to be successful, their Chief Strategy Officer wanted to achieve two things: 1) simplify their
prospecting process for new loans, and 2) gain deeper insight into their markets to confidently
hone in on opportunities within their footprint.
To solve for these challenges, CenterState turned to Commercial Prospecting, a commercial real
estate (CRE) tool offered as part of the suite of bank solutions from S&P Global Market
Intelligence.
Previous Process: Prior to subscribing to Commercial Prospecting, CenterState built their new
prospect rolodex a number of ways, including referrals, community events, marketing and by
purchasing marketing lists from third-party vendors. Unfortunately, the quality of the leads and the
validity of the data was often unreliable and offered little insight into the current financing of a loan
prospect. This was costly not only because of money spent on unproductive leads, but also time
lost on prospects with financing already in place. In addition, lenders had little insight into the
opportunity potential with a particular lead, so the same time was often spent on a $300,000 loan
as opposed to a $3,000,000 loan.
The Solution: With Commercial Prospecting, CenterState no longer needs to purchase thirdparty lists, and is confident that the data they’re using is reliable. What’s more, they are now able
to easily identify loan opportunities that fit their ideal customer profile. With a quick search,
prospects can be targeted and prioritized based on key information like current mortgage
information, type of property and other properties owned by the same owner.
The team is also saving significant time researching potential customers, a process that used to
take at least 20 minutes per lead. Information such as who is currently lending to a prospect is
available in a matter of seconds with a single source, Commercial Prospecting, an offering of
S&P Global Market Intelligence.
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Market Intelligence for a Better Strategy: Competitor intelligence was a struggle for
CenterState before subscribing to Commercial Prospecting. Now, the team is able to quickly
and easily understand the commercial lending portfolios of competitors to identify which
markets and types of properties offer prime opportunities for their lenders.
As an added bonus, Commercial Prospecting has helped CenterState set strategic and
realistic goals for their lenders. Previously, lender goals were based on an estimation of the
opportunity within their markets. Now, the strategy team can reliably pinpoint the value of loan
potential in a given market and realistically align lender goals accordingly.
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The views expressed by CenterState Banks, Inc. are their own and not necessarily
the views of S&P Global Market Intelligence. CenterState Banks, Inc. is not an
affiliate of S&P Global Market Intelligence.

Copyright © 2016 by S&P Global Market Intelligence, a division of S&P Global Inc. All rights reserved.
These materials have been prepared solely for information purposes based upon information
generally available to the public and from sources believed to be reliable. No content (including index
data, ratings, credit-related analyses and data, research, model, software or other application or
output therefrom) or any part thereof (Content) may be modified, reverse engineered, reproduced or
distributed in any form by any means, or stored in a database or retrieval system, without the prior
written permission of S&P Global Market Intelligence or its affiliates (collectively, S&P Global). The
Content shall not be used for any unlawful or unauthorized purposes. S&P Global and any third-party
providers, (collectively S&P Global Parties) do not guarantee the accuracy, completeness, timeliness
or availability of the Content. S&P Global Parties are not responsible for any errors or omissions,
regardless of the cause, for the results obtained from the use of the Content. THE CONTENT IS
PROVIDED ON “AS IS” BASIS. S&P GLOBAL PARTIES DISCLAIM ANY AND ALL EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE, FREEDOM FROM
BUGS, SOFTWARE ERRORS OR DEFECTS, THAT THE CONTENT’S FUNCTIONING WILL BE
UNINTERRUPTED OR THAT THE CONTENT WILL OPERATE WITH ANY SOFTWARE OR
HARDWARE CONFIGURATION. In no event shall S&P Global Parties be liable to any party for any
direct, indirect, incidental, exemplary, compensatory, punitive, special or consequential damages,
costs, expenses, legal fees, or losses (including, without limitation, lost income or lost profits and
opportunity costs or losses caused by negligence) in connection with any use of the Content even if
advised of the possibility of such damages.
S&P Global Market Intelligence’s opinions, quotes and credit-related and other analyses are
statements of opinion as of the date they are expressed and not statements of fact or
recommendations to purchase, hold, or sell any securities or to make any investment decisions, and
do not address the suitability of any security. S&P Global Market Intelligence may provide index data.
Direct investment in an index is not possible. Exposure to an asset class represented by an index is
available through investable instruments based on that index. S&P Global Market Intelligence
assumes no obligation to update the Content following publication in any form or format. The Content
should not be relied on and is not a substitute for the skill, judgment and experience of the user, its
management, employees, advisors and/or clients when making investment and other business
decisions. S&P Global Market Intelligence does not act as a fiduciary or an investment advisor except
where registered as such. S&P Global keeps certain activities of its divisions separate from each
other in order to preserve the independence and objectivity of their respective activities. As a result,
certain divisions of S&P Global may have information that is not available to other S&P Global
divisions. S&P Global has established policies and procedures to maintain the confidentiality of
certain non-public information received in connection with each analytical process.

CONTACT US
866 296 3743
www.spglobal.com/
marketintelligence

S&P Global may receive compensation for its ratings and certain analyses, normally from issuers or
underwriters of securities or from obligors. S&P Global reserves the right to disseminate its opinions
and analyses. S&P Global's public ratings and analyses are made available on its Web sites,
www.standardandpoors.com (free of charge), and www.ratingsdirect.com and
www.globalcreditportal.com (subscription), and may be distributed through other means, including via
S&P Global publications and third-party redistributors. Additional information about our ratings fees is
available at www.standardandpoors.com/usratingsfees.
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